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How to Survive Registration
by MIKE PALANDRI

will receive your student identi- schedule on the Fee and Schedfication
card. The card at this ule card, and your name on
Is registration really as time does
not have a validation the class cards.
sticker, which will be attached
hard as they say it is?
Class cards will be pulled for
"No, it's harder" was the after all tuition and fees have each class listed on the adviser's
been paid.
work sheet. The cards are pretypical answer in previous
Report to your advisor on the coded with course number and
years. But this year things have fourth or fifth floor and work out section. Be sure that the correct
been greatly improved, due a class schedule. Although your card for each class has been obmainly to the efforts of Miss advisor will help in the construc- tained and that the class time
Mary Alice Lee, registrar, and tion of a schedule, it is your and section number corresponds
Mr. Chadwick Bolender, super- responsibility to make sure that to that listed on the work sheet.
no conflicts occur. All this
Present all forms to the regisvisor of university systems.
should
be
done
on
trar's
checkers in Pigott 304 for
your
advisor's
The new registrationprocedure work sheet:
They will confisapproval.
in
Fee
don't
fill
the
final
has already been initiated. New and
card yet.
your class cards and
Schedule
cate
all
students obtainregistrationnumOnce you have your adviser's send you on your way to the Lebers when the $25 tuition deposit signature on your Fee and mieux Library with only your
is received by the admissions Schedule card (and nothing Fee and Schedule card and your
office.
else), proceed to the third floor student I.D. card.
Returning students who were and obtain your class cards in
In the reading room (the one
registered Spring and/or Sum- Pigott 353. Enter your class with the mural) on the lower
mer quarter received a yellow
Registration Number Request
card with their grade reports.
Registration numbers and times
were then assigned upon reception of the cards by the regisMONETARY MADNESS:
trar's office.
Tour the first floor of the
The orange Registration Numlibrary (map,top) with your
ber Assignment card contains
checkbook and Fee and
each student's number, time,
and date for registering. These
Schedule card (bottomleft);
cards were mailed with the Fall
Grade cards (bottom right)
Quarter Class Schedule booklet.
are left in Pigott.
Any student who has satisfied
requirements
the
and has yet to
receive a number assignment
should write the registrar's of-

floor of the library, all financial
If your name fails to appear
matters will be transacted. Bill- on your teacher's class list on
ing will be computed and en- the first day of class, you should
tered on your fee card, along take your red and white receipt
with parking, scholarship, and with the class listed on it, and
other financial information.
report to the registrar's office
After your tuition and fees for verification of the class.
have been paid, one copy of the
Once you have filled out your
Fee and Schedule card will be class cards, no adjustments or
given to you as a receipt. With changes will be made on registhis, and a room and board re- tration day. To change a class,
ceipts for residents, the proper you must obtain official change
validation sticker will be at- of class cards from the registached to the student I.D. card trar after September 26. Changwhich you alreadyhave in your es in course and section must
possession.
be approved by your adviser,
At this point you may congrat- and a fee of five dollars is
ulate yourself: registration is charged for the change. Withover. However, the problems of drawal from a class requires
registration continue even after only a one dollar fee.
the procedure seems to have
Late registration will be perbeen successfully concluded.
mitted only on September 26
and 27. A late registration fee
of $10 per day will be charged.

Robert Kennedy
Memorial Edition
Still Available

Copies of The Spectator's
Robert F. Kennedy special edition will be available in The
Spectator offices during registration week for those who did
not receive theirs, or who wish
extras.
The special edition was published June 7, the morning after
Sen. Kennedy died, by a small
crew of recalled staffers and
graduates. The four-page edition was assembled in a little
less than 12 hours.
A smallnumber of copies were
placed in campus buildings, but
most were mailed to student's
home addresses. It is possible

fice immediately.

REGISTRATION PROCEDURE
Report in person to the entrance of Pigott Auditorium at
the time assigned for your registration number, not earlier. If
you have lost your number assignment card and cannot recall
your number, there will be an
alphabetical list available.
After receiving authorization
to register, you will be given a
packet containing a number of
cards and forms. The red and
white Address Confirmation form
already contains your personal
profile. Merely check it for errors and sign it.
The hospitalization card is for
the student healthinsurance plan
which is recommended by S.U.
This particular plan can be purchased only at registration time.
Fill out the options you desire,
or check the refusal box, and
sign the card.
The green statistical survey
card is used to demonstrate that
S.U. is not discriminating in the
disbursement of financial aid.
The card must be signed and
filled out in pen.
All male students will find a
blue Selective Service Report
form. This enables you to have
S.U. report your enrollment to
your draft board. The pros and
cons of such action will be explained in a mimeo sheet concerning the Selective Service.
All of the aforementioned
forms sould be left there at the
registration desk. From that
moment on you should have in
your possession only the red and
white Fee and Schedule card
and the student ID card form.
Returning students will also
have thir transcripts.
Proceed to the stage in Pigott
Auditorium, turn in your I.D.
card form, and have your picture taken. In two minutes you

that someone may have been
missed on the mailing list.
Anyone who did not receive
their mailed copy, or those who
wish multiple copies may come
to The Spectator offices on the
third floor of The Spectator-

Aegis (Owen McCusker) building.

All-Plastic,All-Purpose CordDue
By MIKE PALANDRI
Is your wallet fat with credit
cards and other paraphenalia?
Then you'll be happy to hear
that S.U. has consolidated the

cardboard activities card, libra-

ry card, and meal ticket (for
resident students) into one, plastic, all-purpose, student identification card.
Chadwick Bolender, supervisor of university systems, has
spent the last year designing the
card and developing the system
for its use. The cards will be
issued every fall quarter at no
additional cost to the student;
they come free with payment of
the $40 activity fee. The expense
will be shared by the A.S.S.U.,
Saga Food Service, and the ad-

ministration.
The cards will be composed
on the spot in two minutes during registration. One of the
forms in the student card pack
will be an I.D. data card. This
card will contain the student's
name, home address, identifica-
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THE COVER: Freshman Caron Bangasser takes her first look at
the S.U. campus during an unseasonal August downpour. The
soggy scene was captured by Spectator photographer Don
Conrard.

tion number, birth date, and
class standing. The student will
merely check the information
and sign the card.
Late students, new students,
and re -admitted students who
do not have the necessary data
card will have one produced on
a typewriter. A new data card
will be produced for any student
who has incorrect or poorly ab-

breviated information on the
data card.
All cameras necessary for
the production of the I.D. card
will be located on the stage in
Pigott Auditorium. S.U. owns
one camera, and the two others

will be loaned by the Polaroid
Corporation to meet the necessary production requirements.
The student will proceed to
the stage to have his full-color
picture taken. With this picture,
his data card, and a copy of the
signature of Miss Mary Alice
Lee, registrar, the I.D. card
will be produced. If the student's picture is not satisfactory
for any reason, ah additional
picture will be taken immediately.
The card will then be laminated and enclosed in a clear
plastic pouch. The I.D. card, in
its entirety, consists of the interior card, plastic pouch, and
validation sticker. The student
will continue through registration with the card, which at this
time does not contain the validation sticker.
After registration has been
completed, and all tuition and
fees and room and board payments have been made, the val-

idation stickers will be attached

Seattle

dnioensity
Facsimile of student I.D. card at
one-half actual
size.

Stewart Dent
919 E. Jefferson
Seattle, Waah.
Rti:sTRAR

over the space on the card
marked "VOID."
Resident students will have a
serial number on their tag. All
other students will have tags
containing only "S.U." Part
time students will be distinguished by having the corners
clipped off. The stickers cannot
be removed without tearing,
and filigree work on the corners

will prevent duplication.
Each quarter the I.D. card
will be validated by a new validation sticker. The academic
quarter will be indicated by the
color of the sticker, and the academic year will be imprinted on
the card itself. The signature of
the Registrar will appear on the
card overlapping the student
photo. This is an additional
method of making the I.D. card

resistant.
The six squares on the card
designated as "Student Activities" will be controlled by the
tamper

A.S.S.U. A debosser will imprint a design in the plastic
pouch, not the card, and in this
way the authorities will be able

,-.

|~<ofa9 45784[B:
ZS-47
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to ascertain whether a student
has participated in a particular
activity, such as voting.

When used as a meal ticket,
under the supervision of Saga
Food Service, the checker at

the entrance to the dining hall

will identify the bearer by both
name and serial number on the
validation sticker, and will mark
off his name on a specially prepared list. This makes it virtually impossible to tamper with
another's card to obtain a meal.
The card will be good at any
dorm, just as in the previous

The card, with proper valida
tion sticker, is good for one
quarter, with the exception o
students completely withdraw

ing from theUniversity. Refunds
will be made available only
when the I.D.card accompanies
the student's withdrawal form.
In case a student has the mis
fortune to lose his I.D. card, o
damage it beyond repair while
trying to beat the system, a new
card will be issued upon payment of a three dollar fee.
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S.U. Draws 27 Faculty Members
A total of 27 new faculty
members have been added
to several departments at
S.U. this year, including a
new chairman of the Biology
Department and a new Assistant

Dean of Women. Another eight
are returning from sabbaticals
and leaves of absence.
Most of the new instructors
have been added to replace
those who have left this year in
the course of normal turnover.
The new Assistant Dean of
Women is Miss Dona Marie McDonald, a former guidancecounselor at Boston College and assistant to the Dean of Women
at Loyola University. She has
an M.A. in Guidance Counseling
from Boston College and has
spent the last year conducting
research in schizophrenia at the
Baker Guidance Center in Boston.
Dr. Lewis E. Aldrich, Chairman of the BiologyDepartment,

comes to S.U. from St. Francis

College in Biddeford, Maine,
wherehe was headof the biology
department and chairman of the
science division. He earned his
doctorate in 1960 from Oregon
State, and has taught at Oregon's Linfield College.
Dr. Joseph B. Monda is returning from a leave of absence
to become acting Chairman of
the English Department.
Six other appointments have
been made to the English department, which was depleted
last Spring by the resignation of
five members and temporary
loss of five others.
Marilyn Berglund is returning
from a leave of absence as an
instructor in English.
Ronald Denchfield, an instructor at Idaho State College, will
join the faculty as an instructor
in English. He has a B.A. in
English from the University of
Utah, received his M.A. in 1966
from the same institution. He is

lAJatcneA, oLJiamonaA, Silverware

* Engagement Rings
* Watches
* Watch & Jewelry

presently working on his doctoral dissertation.
Gerald Gaughan is a visiting
professor of Englishbeingloaned
from the University of Washington, his Ph.D. in 1966 from
Northwestern University.
Donald T. Haynes ,also an Assistant Professor of English,
comes from Notre Dame University, where he has been working
on his PhD. He has taught three
years at the University of Portland.
John P. Kearney, an Assistant
Professor of English, was an
assistant professor at Wisconsin
State University, where he was
working towards his Ph.D. He
receivedhis B.A. from St. Benedict College, and his M.A. in
1963 from the University of
Michigan.
Samuel M. Riley, an S.U.
graduate of 1964, will be an instructor in English. He earned
his M.A. this year from the
University of Washington. It will
be his first teachingposition.
Roland Wyatt, formerly of
YanktonCollege, Yankton,South
Dakota, will be an Assistant
Professor., in Fine Arts. He
earned a Bachelor of Music
Education degreein 1954 at Lincoln University in Missouri, and
his M.A. from San Jose State
College.
Burnett R. Toskey is returning from leave as an Associate
Professor of Mathematics.
Maj. George H. Biddle is an
Assistant Professor of Military
Science. He comes to S.U. from

Vietnam,

where he was coordi-

nator of air operations for the
"Americal" Division in the II
Corps area.
Dr. John F. Quinn will be an
instructor in philosophy.He has
just completed his Ph.D. work

Repairs

at the University of Washington.

He earnedhis B.A. in 1966 from
Gonzaga University, and his
M.A. in 1967 at the same institution. This will be his first
teaching position.
Dr. Joe D. Mills is an Associate Professor of Sociology
from Michigan State University,
wherehe has taught for the last
five years. He received his B.A.
in 1947 from the University of
North Carolina, where he also
received his M.A. in 1950 and
his Ph.D. in 1954.
Fr. Dennis Herlihy, S.J., will
be an instructor in theology.
This will be his first teaching
assignment. He earned his B.A.
in 1956 <rom Mt. St. Michael's
Major Seminary, and his M.A.
from Gregorian in Rome in
1968.
Fr. Patrick B. O'Leary, S.J.,
is returning from a leave of absence as Assistant Professor in

WELCOME BACK CHIEFS

512 Broadway East

BROADWAY CENTRAL FLORISTS
We please people through a delightful
atmosphere provided by the most
complete floral service in town
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University of Washington, where
she is working on her M.A. She
earned her B.S. in 1960 from the
University of Colorado.
Fr. Patrick J. Kenny, S.J.,
will be director of student activities. He has been at Jesuit High
School in Portland. Fr. Luke L.
Kreuzer, S.J., will be Assistant
Chaplain.
Seven part-time lecturershave
also been appointed. They are:
David Butler, Fine Arts; Robert
C. Cumbow, Honors; Fr. Roger
Desmarias, S.J., Theology; Rev.
Charles Jenner, Theology; Maury
Sheridan, Speech; Terry Nels
Lee, Business; and KatherineE.
Maxwell,Education.

PARTY

Herb's Campus Shell
Open
6 a.m. to

partment.

Party
Time
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ceived his 8.8.A. from the University of Washington, and his
J.D. from the U.W. Law School
in 1962.
In the School of Education,Dr.
Ralph K. O'Brien will be Acting
Dean. He has been an Associate
Dean of Education.
Dr. Thomas Page has been
named Assistant Dean of Physical Education. He will manage
the new P.E. complex and the
expanded department. He has
been chairman of the P.E. De-

William R. Wilkinson will be
an Assistant Professor in Education. He has taught at Highline Junior College and in high
schools. He earned his B.A. in
1952 from Central Washington
State College, his M.A. from the
same institution in 1957, and his
Theology.
Ph.D. in Education in 1966 from
Nora M. Haimberger, a for- the University of Oregon.
mer lecturer, is returning as an
Fr. Louis B. Gaffney, S.J., is
AssistantProfessor inlanguages. returning as Dean of the GraduMary A. Morrow will be direc- ate School after a sabbatical in
tor of First Humanities. She has Bangkok, Thailand.
been an experimentalphycholoSCHOOL OF NURSING
gist for a federal program in
Redland, California, for the past
Dr. Eileen M. Ridgeway has
year .She earnedher B.A. from been named Dean of the School
San Diego State and her M.A. of Nursing. She had been Curfrom the University of Southern riculum Coordinator.
Carole Jean Fitzgeraldwill be
California. She is currently completing her doctorate.
an assistant professor of nursing. She has been an assistant
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
James S. Ketchel will be As- professor at the University of
sistant Professor in Business. Washington. She received her
He comes from Monterey, Cali- B.A. from the University of Confornia, where he has been in in- necticut in 1957. and her M.A.
dustry. He earned his 8.8.A. from the University of Califrom the City University of New fornia at San Francisco in 1962.
York, his M.B.A. from the UniKathleen Treseler will be an
versity of Pennsylvania,and his instructor in nursing. She rePh.D. from Santa Clara Univer- ceived her B.A. in Nursing in
sity.
1946 from the University of
James McGuire will also be South Carolina, and her M.A.
from the University of Washington in 1965.
Mary L. Williams will also be
an instructor in Nursing. She
has been an instructor at the

SERVING S.U. FOR 20 YEARS

SEATTLE, WASH. 98102

an assistant professor in business. He is an attorney in private practice in Seattle. He re-

BELLARMINE
dbiiukwhwb

the Party
1 111 E. Pike
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P.E. Center Grows
-

A block square plot of nastics area convertible to a
University landknown once dance floor.
The entire structure will be
as Catholic Memorial Field
officially two stories high, but
undergoing
is
a transfor- a more accurate description
mation this summer.
might be one and a half, since
Last year at this time it was the ceilings of several of the
a soggy mudhole. This year it lower courts will extend into
is a soggy mudhole topped by the second story.
a solid mass of concrete pillars,
The first floor will contain the
wooden forms, unfinished walls
Astro gym, the south basketball
and giant cranes.
court, the gymnastics section,
Next year at this time, hope- audio-visual labs, a classroom,
fully, it will be S.U.s Physical
five handball courts, two squash
Education complex.
courts, and an office complex
PhyThe Thomas A. Connally
for the P.E. and athletic departsical Education and Convocation ments.
begun
was
March
of
in
Center
The second floor will hold the
this year. Named for the Arch- swimming
pools, shower and
bishop of Seattle, it will replace
rooms,
a laundry room,
locker
that
aging
wooden structure
the
andthe
north
court.
has beenS.U.s gym since World
The complex will cost over
War 11.
three
and a quarter million dolThe center will be more than
an oversized gym, however. It lars. A federal grant under the
Facilities Act of
will house two swimming pools, High-Education
provide $888,488. Anthree basketball courts, and lay- 1963 will
$1,322,000 will be granted
outs for badminton, volleyball, other
government loans.
and tennis. Intramural football- in no-interest
and alumni will
ers, once veteran mudeaters, The University
remaining two million.
will gambol on an AstroTurf raise the
The federal grants and loans
indoor field.
Among the eight "teaching were received partly because of
stations", or separate facilities a unique part-time community
in the complex, will be a gym- use program developed by the

residents and youth groups, particularly those from minorities
in Seattle's central area.
The S.U. complex will be the
only such facility in the U.S. to
incorporate both 25-meter and
25-yard regulation size swimming pools, according to Jim
Johns, project architect from
the designing firm of Maloney,
Herrington, Freeze and Lund.
The 25-meter pool will be a

shallow, 414-foot deep training
pool, with underwater observation windows for instructors. It
is designed to be easily accessable to physically handicapped

persons.
The deeper pool will be NCAA
regulation 25-yard size, and will
be used for diving training and
possible intercollegiate competition.
Construction of the complex
was held up briefly last year
when it was discovered that the
property, at 14th Avenue and
Jefferson Street, was saturated

with underground springs.
Eight contracting firms submittedbids that averagednearly
a million dollars higher than the
original estimates because of
the added cost of sinking foundations into solid ground and proUniversity.
The complex will be opened viding for water runoff.
(Continued on page 24)
outside of school hours to area

BIG MEN and heavy equipment join forces in the construction of the new Physical Education complex at 14th
and Jefferson.
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THE FIRST of four decrepid buildings crumples under
its own weight as contractors rip away its first floor
late in August. The ill-fated buildings located directly
behind Loyola Hall met their doom to make way for
a new parking area. The edifices, sitting side by side
took less than three days to completely demolish. The
building at left once housed Pat Smith's Kontum Center
Broadway. The huge building, a which gathered funds for her work in Viet Nam. Note
former mortuary, had previoussecretary in upper right.
ly been used to house student terrified
Spectator photo by Kerry Webster
organizations. S.U.s Teatro Inigo, located in a former meeting
hall at the end of the block, will
not be affected.
Plant Manager James Elsom
indicated that Swedish Hospital
had signed a long-term lease for

Hammers and Saws Break Silence
As S.U. Readies For New Year
By KERRY WEBSTER

the New Careers Research Proj-

The sound of hammers and
saws broke the academic stillness in every section of the
campus this summer, as University crews and outside contractors struggled to finish several
major renovations before Fall
quarter.

The projects included converting the old Bellarmine Apartments into offices, razing a row
of four old houses on Broadway
Avenue to make way for a
parking lot, and partitioning the
Chieftain lounge for student

offices.

THE LARGEST and most extensive of the jobs was the conversion of Bellarmine Apartments. University plumbers,
carpenters, andelectricians

were

tied up most of the summer on
the project, for which $4,600 was
budgeted.
Apartments in the building,
located just west of Bellarmine
Hall, were converted into working offices. The space will be
leased to agencies of theFederal
Office of Economic Opportunity,
including Head Start and the
New Careers project.
The building will also house

ect, which is an S.U. program
run in conjunction with the

OEO.

BELLARMINE Apartments
had been a private building until several years ago, when it
was purchased to provide overflow student housing, primarily
for religious.
A grass field across from
Bellarmine Hall, formerly used
for sunbathingand informalfootball games, was covered with
blacktop to provide additional
parking space for the new
offices.
Of about thirty additional
spaces, twenty will be used by
residents of the building. Others
will provide visitor parking. The
present visitor's parking area
will be converted to faculty use.
The new lot cost about $3,000.
FOUR houses and an adjacent
garage on Broadway from Marion to Columbia were razed in
the last weeks of August to pro-

—

the property.

McHUGH Hall, a former priv-

at residencelocated near Swed-

ish, was sold outright to the
hospital. It had been used as a
fraternity house by several S.U.
student organizations, including
the Christian Activities Program.
The hospital will use the building to provide additional office
space.
McHugh hall was once a mansion maintained by a wealthy
eccentric. It passed through several owners before being purchased by S.U. (see page 6)

TO ACCOMMODATE student
vide space which will be leased organizations dispossessed by the
by the University to Swedish sale of McHugh, eight student
offices are being built around
Hospital for a parking area.
The houses included the for- the northern rim of the circular
mer headquarters of the federal Chieftain lounge in the student
New Careers project at 828 union building. Allocations of
space to individual organizations
has not yet been made. Additional offices are beingprovided
in the Lower Chieftain, just off
the cafeteria.
The University plant management office is underwriting the
conversion, whichwill cost about
$1500.

CONVERSION of several
rooms in the Spectator-Aegis
building into Journalism classrooms is also planned for com-

in the dark about handling
light service?
Simple. Call us if you're moving in and want
to open an account -or movirrg out and want to
close one. That's our business (electric service,
not moving). The number is MUtual 2-3000.
Same nice round number for free range or
water heater repair.

your Seattle City Light

TAX PAYING SELF-SUPPORTING CITY OWNED

pletion before Fall, but not yet
begun.
As a final touch to the cycle
of campus improvement, two
carved-wood signs have been
added at either end of S.U., at
the instigation of the Associated

STUDENTS returning to campus this fall will find a
new Chieftain student office complex, top photo, and
two new campus signs, bottom, among the many improvements wrought this summer by a busy Plant Management department.

Students.
In order that an accurate listing of campus leaders be made
The larger of the two signs available to the Associated Students, all presidents of campus
stands at the entrance at 12th clubs and organizationsare asked to complete the form below and
Avenue and Columbia Street. It mail to:
bears the name of the university
ASSU OFFICE
in routed gold letters and the
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
school crest.
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98122
It replaces the converted
Pepsi-Cola billboard which u.=ed
Name of Organization
to serve the same purpose. The
President
other, a smaller affair without
the crest, is planted among the
Residence while at S.U
:
shrubbery at the corner of
Telephone
Broadway and Madison Streets.
signs
Cost of the
was underwrittenby the ASSU.
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Historic McHugh Hall Sold To Hospital
ByMIKEPALANDRI

A growing university
must get rid of the old to
make room for the new, no
matter how sentimentally
attached to the old it may be.
Bearing witness to this fact is
the recent sale of McHugh Hall,

the oldest residence facility on
campus, to Swedish Hospital.

THE HALL was named after

Fr. John McHugh, S.J., administrator (president) of S.U. from
1931 to 1934, when the University
acquired it in 1946 from Federal
Insurance, Inc., who bought it
during the liquidation of the
Anderson estate.
The hall served as a men's
dorm until 1955, with Fr. James
McGuigan, S.J., Fr. Robert
Carmody, S.J., and Fr. Owen
McCusker as faculty prefects.
In 1955, with the completion of
Xavier Hall for men, McHugh's
marble bathroom was graced
with nylon stockings for the first

time.

THE MEN regained it for a
year in 1962, then it gravitated
back to the women until 1965,
when the Christian Activities
Program moved in. Informally

called the "CAP House," it was
occupied by manyof the school's
clubs.

VIEW AT McHUGH: The exterior of McHugh Hall even
after 71 years exhibits the quality of the wood which
Anderson himself ordered; even boys who shinnied up
the columns after curfew could not mar its surface.
A palatial house, the hall origi- LaCrosse, Wisconsin, to manage
nally boasted six fireplaces, a the timber interests of the father
bathroom of Alaskan marble, of his new bride, Agnes Healy.
In 1889, a few months after
walls done in Honduras mahogany, rosewood, and Siberian oak, the great fire that destroyed the
and the world's largest bathtub. business section of the city, the
Andersons moved into Seattle.
ITS BUILDER, Alfred Anderson, was one of early Seattle's
ANDERSON later joined with
wealthiest men. He came to S. G. Simpson in establishing
Shelton, Washingtonin 1886 from the Simpson Timber Company,

Writers Turn Carpenter;
Specs Build Newsroom
Spectator staffers are electricity for two days.
The beleagured department
building themselves a "dobore the twin disasters
head
it-your-self" 35th Anniverwith remarkable aplomb.
sary present.
"If he keeps it up, maybe
Reporters, long accustomed to they'll have to get us a new
working in a cramped, two-desk building,"., he said hopefully.
newsroom, will return this fall The present structure was built
to find a modern "city room" in 1896.
on the third floor of the SpecNow that the major structural
tator-Aegis building.
work is complete, finishing the
The room was made by knock- room will be more of a team
ing down the walls between effort. Spectators staffers will
three smaller ones, left over pitch in to panel and tile the
from the days when the building newsroom. "Ex-Specs" will join
was an apartment house. It the staff in painting the other
measures 30 by 15 feet, and will offices and hallways on the floor
accommodate desks and typing in early September.
Completion of the newsroom
tables for 15 reporters, copyreaders, and editors.
in the fall will give The SpecThe newsroom has been the tator a physical plant rivaling
one-man project of editor Kerry those of larger universities. It
Webster, who donned carpen- will feature a "slot desk" simiter's coveralls on evenings and lar to those used in daily newsdays off from his summer job. paper offices, and a glass-parBecause of several other tition office for the news editor.
The room will be finished in
building projects, the University could spare no men or money wood paneling, broken by a
continuous strip o f bulletinfor The Spectator.
Last June, Webster borrowed board material. The ceiling will
a sledge hammer and crowbar be hung acoustical tile, into
and began knocking down walls. which lighting fixtures will be
The University carpenter,plumb- sunk flush.
er, and electrician lent aid and
A door at one end of the room
advice whenever they were free will open directly into the editor's office. Two others will conof other jobs.

The editor-carpenter needed nect the facility with the main
plenty. Twice, work was halted hallway. An Associated Press
teletype receiver and several
because of mishaps.
headset-equippedtelephones
water
will
point,
a
one
broken
At
pipe in a 70-year-old wall flood- provideconnection with the "outed the office of John Talevich, side" world.
The other offices on the third
acting head of the Journalism
Department. Later a similar ac- floor will provide space for the
cident knocked out Talevich's Sports and Feature departments,

the managing and associate edithe faculty moderator, a
library morgue, and a staff

tors,

-

lounge
The Spectator business man-

ager, advertising manager, accountant, and circulation department will share the second floor
with The Aegis, the university
yearbook. The photography lab

will remain on the first floor.
The newsroom will have cost
The Spectator about $600 by its
completion. It will be ready for
occupancy by Sept. 25, although
lacking the slot desk and other
finishing touches, which will be
added later.
The room will be formally
dedicated in conjunction with
The Spectator's 35th Anniversary celebration later this year.

Nothing but Alaskan marble and porcelain can be seen
from the 520 gallon bathtub; vandals could carry away
only the exquisite mirror, wall candelabra, and special
brass circular shower system.
and formed the Mason County
Logging Company in conjunction with the Bordeaux brothers.
He bought control of the Satsop Railroad, renamed it the
Washington Southern Railway,
then the Peninsular Railroad. It
became one of the most important railroads in the state.

order a bathtub that would contain his bulk. It was built by
J. L. Mott Iron Works in New

York City. The finished product
was seven feet eight inches long,
33 and one-half inches high, and
42 inches wide. It was the biggest bathtub in the world.

OTHER contemporary tubs
HE WAS elected to the state were made of iron, but this was
legislature in 1891. During his made of heavier and more exterm in office, he chose the pensive porcelain. It weighed
present site for the University about 1000 pounds and cost $17.of Washington and securedlarge 000. It was so heavy that the
timber holdings for its use. He foundations of the bathroom had
was an intelligent man and to be reinforced, and was so
forceful speaker who could have large that it would not fit
been elected governor of the through the doors or windows.
state.
The exterior wallhad to be torn
He quit the legislature, how- out, and the tub was hoisted up
ever, after one term, and de- by a derrick.
Back in New York was anclared that he would stay out of
politics from that moment on.
other tub. Mott, who was no
He was a connoisseur of fine gambler, cast two identical tubs
woods and building materials. in case one came out imperfect
In 1897, he built the mansion at or was damaged. Since both
718 Minor in which two presi- tubs were in perfect condition,
the duplicate to
dents and numerous governors Mott presented
President Taft, who, at 350
would be entertained.
pounds, was no small man
IN IT there were six fire- either.
places, a dining room that was
ANDERSON did not live to enthe largest room in the house,
bay windows in which the glass joy his bathtub for long. On
was actually curved, and a April 20, 1914, at the age of 60,
huge, sweeping staircase. The he died of a heart attack at the
prize room, however, was the Hotel Waldorf Astoria in New
York City.
bathroomon the second floor.
At the time of her husband's
In 1910, Anderson, who was
six feet six inches in height and death, Mrs. Anderson found her(Continued on page 24)
weighed 300 pounds, decided to
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S.U. Freshmen Have Full Days Ahead
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 20
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. —All residence halls open. Bids and beanies
distributed at Welcoming Booth in Campion
7:30 p.m.

8:45 a.m.

President's Message

Towers.
—Dinner in residence halls for resident
students
—Movie "To Kill a Mockingbird." William Pigott Auditorium. A social, in the library
(first floor), follows the movie.

4:30 p.m.

—

To the returning upperclassman and those of you with us
for the first time, I hope that the academic year 1968-69 will
be a rewarding and happy experience.
Seattle University has an outstanding and dedicated faculty, excellent facilities and the desire to assist you in every
possible way in your search for knowledge. I urge you to take
advantage of this opportunity.
May God's Blessings be upon all during this challenging
year.
Sincerely,
John A. Fitterer, S.J.
President

SATURDAY, SEPTMEBER 21
Morning Session, Washington Pre College

-

Test.

RESEARCH PAPERS
♥NOTE:
—The book "Research Papers" will be required of all Freshmen. Purchase may be made
in the bookstore between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.
today. Freshmen must acquire this book befor Monday, September 23.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. —Welcoming committee on duty in residence
halls. Headquarters Campion Tower.
12 Noon
Lunch
1 p.m.
—Afternoon session, Washington Pre-College
Test. The test battery will be completed at
approximately 3:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
Dinner in Bellarmine Hall for resident

—

—
— students.Ball

Beanie
at Bellarmine Hall. AdmissionOne Beanie. Freshmen only.
A schedule for Saturday evening Confession and Sunday Masses are posted in all

9:30-12:30

residence halls.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
9:30 a.m.

2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
4:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

—
breakfast.
larmine
meal ticket.
— President's
Guild.
by the Seattle
—
available for
and
— dents.
students.

Christian Activities Program
BelCafeteria. Students may purchase
85 cent
Reception at Campion Tower
sponsored
University
Campus tours
parents
stu-

Dinner for resident
—All-University Talent Show— William Pigott
Auditorium.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
THE PRESIDENT'S WELCOME

—

— Semi-formal dance

——
—
—
—
——
—

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

24
Library Orientation Slide Lectures followed
by Tours Meet in Library Lecture Room,
first floor A. A. Lemieux Library. Sessions
at 8, 9, 10, 11 a.m. and 1, 2, 3, and 4 p.m.
Explanation of mathematics placement.
Financial Aid Information. All students seeking information on scholarships, loans, and
part-time employment should attend this
session in the gym. Lt. Col. Michael Dolen
will conduct this meeting.
—Mass in Bellarmine Hall Chapel. (Optional.)
Language Placement Examination. Any Student who has taken one or more years of
French, Spanish, German or Latin in high
school, and plans to major or minor in one
of these languages in college, should take
the Placement Examination in that language.
The test determines whether or not he may
waive part of these major or minor require-

—

9 a.m.

11 a.m.

12:10 p.m.
1p.m.

—
—
—

ments in language.

(Continued on page 14)

—

McCANN'S
MEN'S & BOYS1 SHOP

1629 6th Aye.

open to Freshman only.

Bellarmine Hall.

Gym

Very Reverend John A. Fitterer, S.J.
THE ACADEMICPROGRAM AT SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
Edmund W. Morton, S.J., Academic Vice President
9 a.m.
Vocational Motivation Test (required of all
entering Freshmen.) Students will be as*10:30 a.m.
signed testing rooms as they leave the President's Welcome.
11: 45 a.m.
Male Freshmen Following the Vocational
Motivation Test all male students must report to the gym for the R.O.T.C. Orientation
Assembly.
Female Freshmen. Discussion by Associated
11:45 a.m.
Women Students "The Hows and Whys of
What" at Marycrest Hall.
12:10 p.m.
—Mass in Bellarmine Hall Chapel .(Optional)
1:30 p.m.
Dean's Instruction. Group meetings with the
1
Deans of the various schools.
Group meetings with your assigned adviser.
2:15 p.m.
Chemistry Placement Examination.
4 p.m.
6 p.m.
Freshman Banquet in Campion Towers Dining Room, sponsoredby the Associated Students of Seattle University.
8:45 a.m.

9 p.m.

MA 3-0227

* Large selection of back
to school apparel

* Reasonable prices
* Trained personnel
Serving S.U. for
28 years

Student Advisors

Entering freshmen will be benefiting from an extensive advising program which is now in
its second year at S.U.
During frosh orientation week,
each new student will be assigned an adviser. The adviser will
assist the student in planning a
coherent four-yearacademicpropram.
The entire academic system
at S.U. will be explained to the
student. The functionof the Core
program, the relationshipof majors and minors, and the usefulness of electives will all be out-

lined.

In past years, advisers were
seen only occasionally and one
might change advisers every
quarter. Now the adviser with

whom the freshman first talks

at S.U. will stay with the student through his or her four
years, unless they switch majors.

NBofC checking accounts offer

something special
for Seattle "IT freshmen!

I!9^L^ifl
Tour own personalizedchecks in a handsome— red checkbook
cover emblazoned with the Chieftains emblem free when you
open a checking account at National Bank of Commerce. And
an NBofC checking account gives you much more. It's the
convenient, safe, practical way to manage your school funds,
enjoy the prestige of having your own personal checks, an
eliminate the need to carry cash.
Here's another thought. Now- jt the start of your college life
is thebest time to getto know your bank, andvice versa.Once
—
out of college,as you begin to usemore of NBofC's services
—
a savings account, or loans for a car, a home, a business the
banking relationship you make now will be most important.
So come see us when you come to school open a handy
checking account. Get your attractive Chieftain-identified
checkbook cover freeI

—

—

First Hill Office Madison at Minor Vemon E. Young, Manner

NBC
NATIONAL IAMX OF GOMMIECE*
DEPOSITS INSURED UP TO sibOOO

.

MEMI3FH IfDEKAI DEftISM INSUHANCE CORPORATION
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Transfers Indoctrinated

A full program of activities
and orientation counseling has
been planned for transfer students from other colleges By
Lt. Col. Robert Lieding, director

of Admissions.
Transfer students will be the
guests at a social in Campion
Tower Tuesday, Sept. 22 at 7:30
p.m. Hosts and hostesses for the
occasion will be S.U. upperclass
men and women.
TRANSFER students are also
invited to all freshman orientation activities, (see schedule,
page 8.
Three placement tests should
be of special interests to students coming to S.U. from
junior colleges or other universities.
A Chemistry placement exam-

ination will be Monday, Sept. 23
at 4 p.m. This examinaton is intended for all students who have
had high school chemistry and
whose curriculum requires the
series Ch. 114-116. All science
majors, exclusive of nursing and
engineering students, should
participate. The tests will be in
Room 102, Barman Building.
A MATHEMATICS placement
examination will be Tuesday,
Sept. 24 at 9 a.m. Information
will be given concerning the col-

ACADEMIC
CALENDAR
FALL-1968

French, Spanish, German, or
Latin in high school or another
college and plans to major or
minor in one of these languages
at S.U., should take the placement test in that language. The
test determines whether or not
the student may waive part of
the requirements in the language. Testing rooms will be:

Washington Pre-College Test

Saturday, Sept. 21

—
—

La 123 for French, LA 219 for Orientation— New Students
German, LA 203 for Latin, and Registration returning
Students
LA 225 for Spanish.
Day 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m
Transfer students will be notip.m

Monday, Tuesday, Sept. 23, 24

fied by letter of arrangements
for transfer counseling on Mon- Orientation Transfer students
day, Sept. 23, from 2:15 to 4
p.m. Students desiring to attend Classes Begin
man.
Language
placement
A
exam- should inform the Office of Col- Last Day to Register
ination will be also on Tuesday, lege Relations by Tuesday, Sept.
at 1 p.m. Any student who has 17, indicating their proposed ma- Last Day to Add or Change a Class
taken one or more years of jor field of study.
Mass of the Holy Spirit

lege algebra waiver and advanced placement in calculus. This
test will be in Room 401, Bar-

Wednesday, Sept. 25
Tuesday, Sept. 24

Evening 4:30 to 7

Financial Aid Office Helps

In War Against Tuition Poverty

"..

Tuesday, Sept. 24
Thursday, Sept. 26
Friday, Sept. 27
Wednesday, Oct. 2
Tuesday, Oct. 15

Last Day to Remove Incompletes

Friday,Oct. 25

All Saint's Day— No Classes

Friday, Nov. 1
Monday-Tuesday,Nov. 4, 5

Mid-Quarter Exams
Last Day to Withdraw with "W"
—
Admissions Day No Classes

Friday, Nov. 8
Monday, Nov.ll

By JUDY YOUNG
a total of 531 scholarship recipi- of jobs, including correcting pa- Thanksgiving— No Classes
Thursday-Friday,Nov. 28, 29
ents last year.
University
expenpers and maintenance work, are
Seattle
too
Monday-Thursday,Dec. 16-19
Final Examinations
sive? Fortunately, with the risThe Educational Opportunity available in this program.
by
the U.S.
ing cost of private education has Grant is financed
In addition, the Financial Aid
and funds must be Office
come the increased activity of government,
has a placement service
by either a loan or a for both
matched
the financial aid office.
current students and
scholarship.
alumni. Many companies downMiss Patricia Young, assistThe National Defense Loan is town and near campus list job
ant financial aid director and a low-interest loan on which re- opportunities
with S.U. There is
executive secetary to the schol- payments do not have to begin no fee for this service. Students
arship committee, reports that until nine months after the stu- need only come in to see what
approximately one -third of dent has completed all his edu- jobs are available.
cation, including any graduate
S.U.s student body receives fi- work he may do. Nearly 600
Each winter and spring numnancial assistance in some form students received National De- erous companies come to camfrom the school.
fense Loans last year. Fr. Clare pus to interview S.U. graduating
are anStudents who need financial Marshall, S.J., directs the loan seniors. The interviews
nounced well in advance, so that
aid ordinarily submit a Parents' program.
students may make appointConfidential Statement a few
Across from Chieftain
months before the quarter for
The work-study program ments.
office
is
they
possible
which
need the financial makes it
The financial aid
for over 300
assistance. The Statement is an- students to work on campus or equipped with numerous broalyzed by the College Scholarship Service in Berkeley, Cali- in the Seattle archdiocese.Under chures and leaflets on various
fornia. The forms are then mail- this program, the student-em- companiesthroughout the United
TIRES
ed back to S. U. for considera- ployee's salary is paid partially States. Students are welcome at
tion by the Financial Aid Office, by the U.S. government and any time to stop in for more
which is headed by Colonel partially by S.U. A large variety information.
"Front End and Alignment"
Michael Dolan. Students are informed as soon as possible of

WELCOME BACK!

DEANE SIMPSON'S
RICHFIELD SERVICE

good/year

their awards.
The Parents' Confidential
Statement forms are available in
the financial aid office, located
in the back of the Bookstore
Building.The office is open from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday

dAYdAEQBS
SIX STORES OF FASHION
DOWNTOWN

y^"

OJ§UB^

$m

AURORA VILLAGE

through Friday.

S.U. offers a "financial aid
package" which may consist of
a combination of any of the following: scholarship, tuition
grant, Educational Opportunity
Grant, National Defense Loan,

andnowSOUTHCENTER

~{[SS\|»\

#
#
#
#

Motor Tune Up
Electrical, Light Repairs
Exhaust and Brake Repairs

Batteries
EA 3-9773

11th & E. Madison

-

short term loan, guaranteed
loan, or work-study opportunity.
Students with g.p.a.'s of 3.0 or
above are eligible for S.U. academic scholarships. Several oth-

ers are on athletic or student
activity scholarships. There was

Russell Jones
Realtors

qJ«3

Jimml^/

Select Homes and
Investment Properties
Call our
Rental Salesman

JOHN CORL
for Apartments,
Duplex Units or a
Home to Rent

HHI.

*

-i

VZj

...

Cake- Ixtf,

The Cake Shop
DECORATED CAKES

EA 3-0800
220 Broadway East

FOR ALL OCCASIONS
1414 14th Avenue

EA 5-1414
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both programsuse the seminardialogue method of conducting
classes. Emphasis is placed on
the developmentin each student
of an ability to think critically,
to speak articulately and to the
point, and to write clearly and
effectively.
Consequently, students are required to present and defend
their ideas both in seminar sessions and at periodic "conferences" in which papers are read
and discussed.
The Honors faculty invites the
curious to "witness" the programs in action. Any student interested in either of the programs is encouraged to contact
the Honors office in Loyola Hall
and to make arrangements for
visiting one of the open house
seminars to be given early in
the Fall quarter. A student need
not be an incoming freshman in
order to seek admission, for the
programs regularly accept those
previously enrolled in University classes.

WELCOME FRESHMEN!
You'll spend many a HAPPY HOUR
in this beautiful theatre!

We specialize in the presenttion of
choice foreign and American films
Greetings from the management of
"The Students' Favorite Theatre"
Now Playing: "POOR COW"
Coming: "I'll Never Forget What's 'is Name"; "The Swimmer'

11

Student Government Based on US

Honors Program Offers
Challenge For Students
By 808 DELTETE
The Honors Program at Seattle University offers a special
kind of challenge to the superior
student. A number of factors
are influential in making either
the regular 2-year program or
the General Honors program a
unique educational experience.
Designed by Fr. Thomas O'Brien, and presently under the
direction of Mr. James J. Tallarico, both programs aim at providing an historically integrated
course of studies in Philosophy,
Theology, History, Literature,
General Science, and the Fine
Arts. The curriculum includes
the major works of every historical period drawn from both
Eastern andWestern cultures.
SUBJECTS for consideration
are arranged to promote a maximum of inter-disciplinary coordination, thereby reducing the
tendency toward "compartmentalizing"knowledge.
To encourage active participation in the learning experience,

SPECTATOR

S.U.s student government is
patterned loosely after that of
the United States. It has executive, legislative, and Judicial
branches.

Five elected student body officers compose the executive
branch. The president serves as
the official representative to the
administration, faculty and other
groups on and off campus. He

AN ANNUAL event at S.U.is the student bodyleadership
conference. Here, student leaders hold a discussion session at WhidbeyIsland's Camp Casey.

Discounts Offered To Families
With More Than One S.U. Student

"The more the merrier" is an
adage taken seriously around
S.U.s financial officers. A special discount rate on tuition payments makes it easier for brothers and sisters of large families
to come to S.U. together.
Tuition has risen in the past
two years, while the percentage
discounts, offered to families
with more than one student attending, have remained the
same.

Tutition is now $350 a quarter.
According to William Adkisson,
vice president of finance, two
students from the same family
who are enrolled at the University at the same time received
12.5 per cent discounts. Each
would then pay $306 per quarter.
Three students from the same
family attending the same quarter would pay $262, benefiting
from a 25 per cent discount; four
students, $241 each; a 31.25 per
cent discount;

five students, $227
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ASSISTING the president is
the first vice president, who is
also chairman of the student

senate and the second vice president, who coordinates the social
each, 35 per cent off; and six and extra-curricular activities
students, $220 each with 37.5 per on the campus. Completing the
cent off.
rostrum of executive officers is
Rates for families with more the secretary, who manages the
than six at a time attending ASSU office, and the treasurer,
have not been figured; presum- who is responsible for allotting
ably, they would cause the uni- money
clubs and organizaversity computers to have digi- tions. to
tal conniptions.
The legislativebranch is comThe family discount system
pered
of a unicameral student
was inaugurated two years ago
The 20 senators are
to speed bookwork in the treas- senate. equally
drawn
from the four
urer's office.
These students meet
Students applying for the dis- classes.
weekly to pass laws and regulacount plan must carry 10 to 16
credit hours per quarter. Any tions to provide for the daily
hours after 16 will cost $10 per functioning of the student body.
hour, a reduced rate.
THEY also approve appointBase tutition is reduced bements
made by the president
scholarship
fore
funds are applied in the family plan. All eli- and vote on the budget for camgable students, whether on schol- pus organizations.
arship or not, should apply for
The judicial board is comthe family reduction plan. Ac- posed of three members each
cording to the treasurer's office, of the sophomore, junior and
it is the student's responsibility senior classes. It is headed by
to ask for the reduction.
a chief justice.

MB!

'WELCOME

is primarily responsible for the
smooth running of all student
activities, and determines the
executive policies of the Associated Students of Seattle University. "

k

KENNELL-ELLIS, INC.
artist photographers
"Where Photography is still an Art"

1 426 sth Aye.

MA 4-5535

f

j
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Seattle unfolds in a panorama before the camera of The Spectator's Don Conrard. Takei

Bound for suburban pastures, cars cross the Lake
Washington Floating Bridge.

..

.

Seattles Piece De Resistance
the Space Needle, seen
from it's base. The view from the top is better.

Heading for home, one of Puget Sound's countless ferries
glides into a dock on Seattle's waterfront.
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seven separate telephoto shots, the photo shows the Queen City from Alki Point.

13

Spectator photos by Don Conrard
"Fountain" by Kerry Webster
"Ferry" by Reinier VanderSchroeff

SEATTLE
... is a city that'll steal your heart if
you're not carefull.

You'll curse her rain, and grumble
about her hills, and say you wish you
were back in Keokuk

...

At Volunteer Park's art museum, two amateur critics
ponder a painting.

And still you'll love her.

The "singing fountain" at Seattle Center is a good place
for just sitting.

Sailboating in the Northwest, even on sheltered Lake
Washington, can be brisk exercise.

THE SPECTATOR
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Clubs Offer Diversions

CLUBS affiliated with an academic field are: Colhecon, for
home economics; Sigma Kappa

Student clubs at S.U. offer a large, diverse area
for students' time outside
the classrooms. They include service, scholastic honoraries, volunteer-worker types,
spiritual, political,military, academic, creative and social.

Pi; Chemistry Club; Marketing

Club; Engineers Club; Mathematics Club; Alpha Kappa Psi
for business; Pi Tau Alpha for
teachers and Mv Rho Lamda for

medical record librarians.
Musical, dramatic and literary
artists can invest their talents
in several clubs. Musical outlets
are S.U. Singers, Chorale, Madrigal singers or Pep Band. Mv
Sigma, the music club, has an
active social agenda and serves
the music department.
Student actors can emote

FOUR service clubs operate
on campus. Spurs is open to
sophomore women only, who are
chosen on the basis of their activities and a minimum 2.5
g.p.a. Spurspledge duringSpring
quarter. Gamma Sigma Phi is
open to sophomore, junior and
senior coeds. They pledge during Fall Quarter and require a
minimum 2.5 g.p.a. Alpha Phi
Omega and Intercollegiate
Knights, both service fraternities, are open to all male stuFor the academically gifted,
S.U. offers scholarly groups. Silver Scroll is open to fifteen
junior and senior women with a
minimum g.p.a. of 3.0 and a
record of service to the University.

ALPHA Sigma Nu, national
Jesuit honorary, is open to male
upperclassmen with a 3.5 g.p.a.
or better. Gamma Pi Epsilon is
the Jesuit honor club ft junior
and senior women with g.p.a.
of 3.5 or above.
Volunteers may engage in ers (a special force division)
people-to- people programs as and Scabbard and Blade. Coeds
student ambassadors to the Far can march wtih the Burgundy
East or Los Amigos, a Mexican
Bleus.
assistance group.
VOLUNTEER work closer to
home can include tutoring dis-

..

Photographs

8:45 a.m.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
Registration for all new student". (Transfer

to 3:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

—and Freshmen.)
—Open House at Marycrest with refreshments
and informal sing along. Open to freshmen
only.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26

—Classes begin—Consult your schedule.

8 a.m.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

27
—The Annual A.W.S. Big-Little Sister Tea and
Fashion Show presenting ensembles from
"The Lemon Tree." Bellarmine Hall.
—A.S.S.U. Mixer in the gym. All tudsnts are

3:30 p.m.
9 p.m.

8 p.m.

invited to attend.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
—Departure for Cruise ships. Chartered buses
will leave from the student parking lot 11th
and East James Way, for the Cruise ships.
This all-day outing will be held at Blake Island in Puget Sound.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
—Enforcement Day.All Freshmen are required
to report to the gym. All subpoenaed Freshmen must appear with beanies.

"WELCOME BACK TO CAMPUS"

Follow the tradition

from frosh to senior

the books.

IT'S THE

5 POINT CLEANERS
FOR 20 YEARS

by
** ?Hg

if n||
.

To Students and Faculty

Mw'w

U

j

10% Discount All Year 'Round

i

Just say, "Seattle U," when you bring us your cleaning

616V2 Broadway
Seattle, Washington 091 22
Phone EA 4-3906

Directly Across from Marycrest

IMPROVE YOUR SCHOLARSHIP

enroll now in a

P; Warren Reading Foundation
PROGRAMMED CLASSES FOR:

if Rapid

Reading with Maximum Comprehension
if Review Techniques and Retention
if Clue Word Note Taking and Study Skills

a non-profit corporation
dedicated to the improvement

of reading through research
For Further Information Call

The Warren Reading Foundation
ME 2-6666

8:30 p.m.

—Activities Orientation. To introduce you, the
new student, to the Associated Students of
Seattle University.
Freshman Social.

more serious clubs are the socializers clubs. The Ski Club,
Yacht Club, Rowing Club, Hiyu
Coolees' hiking club, Hawaiian
Club, Spirits and Town Girls
provide active fun away from

and wedding photography

REDUCE YOUR STUDY TIME

a&

(Continued from page 8)

7 p.m.

For the finest in portrait

itual activities with vibrancy.

FOR political oriented students, the PoliticalUnion houses
groups to suit varying views.
Those with party allegiancescan
join either the Young Democrats
or Young Republicans. Renegades are free to enter either
the New Conservatives or SIL
(the Student Involvement
League).
In military arenas, both male
and female have organizations.
The volunteer ROTC program
includes Chieftain Rifles, Raid-

MORE harried and inquisitive
writers can join the staff of The
Spectator, S.U.s twice-weekly,
award winning, student newspaper. Or those interested in summing up the year can work on
the Aegis, the campus annual.
Available to counteract the

l/Uetcome to *3. (//.

Confraternity of Christian Doc-

trine volunteers work with mentally and physically handicapped
in teaching religious education.

Full Days Ahead

in productions for Teatro Inigo. 12 Noon
Student writers can submit their
work for publication in the campus literary magazine, Fragments, which appear, as a supplement to The Spectator.

dents.

advantaged children at the St.
Peter Claver Center and work
with senior citizens at the Lee
House. Groups involved are Sodality, Ecumenical Society and
University Family Action.
The Christian Activities Program (CAP) is now in its fifth
year. It attempts to up-date spir-

Wednesday. Anpu;) 2" ""?■:?.

4224 University Way N.E.

We're located across from the Chieftain

1000 E. Madison

EA 4-4112

GO GREEK!
with

GAMMA SIGMA PHI
WOMEN'S SERVICE HONORARY

*FUN

* ACTIVITIES
* NEW FRIENDS
Pledging Fall Quarter
MARVA STANLEY, Pres.
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Library: to Gather and to Study
By LARRY CRUMET
With the dedication of the
gleaming new $2.8 million A.A.
Lemieux Library, S.U. christened a platform aimed at educational excellence predicted to
revolutionize studies on campus
for generations of scholars.
The dedication ceremony climaxed the loveaffair of a priest
who borrowed the match—borrowed the powder— then for 17
tumultous years as president of
the University, ignited the fuse
leading to the explosivephysical
developmentof the S.U. campus.
The Very Rev. A. A. Lemieux,
S.J., was midwife during the
births of eight new university
buildings plus two other structures purchased and remodeled.
The ninth one which he's seen
built from the ground up, the
new library, shares his name.
Both students and faculty claim
the five-story marble structure
radiates his humility and sensitive taste as well as his name.

cal images of 20th Century man.
On the first floor plaza near the
main entrance to the beautiful
building, fountains mold toadstools of water next to the bases

A.A. Lemieux Library can house
books. Over a half-million books can be squeezed into
the building's 96,000 square feet
of floor space available to keep
pace with the growth of library
300,000

of two helical stairways spiraling like strands of a DNA mole- resources.
cule between the first and second floors.
"AT THE PRESENT time, we
Even the building's entrance have in excess of 100,000 voldoor handles are works of art, umes," said Fr. Fitterer. "Over
sculptural statements cast in the next ten years, we hope to
bronze by Marvin Herard, head add another 100,000 volumes to
bring the library up to an outof the art department.
standing undergraduate and
rugs!
You
take
got
"It's
can
off your shoes and run around modest graduate level."
in the rare book section," exGraduate students and faculty
claimed one enthusiastic coed have first claim on 56 closed
expressingin very human terms study carrels where library maher approval of the building.
terials can be stored during the"The library was constructed
sis or lecture research. The
not only as a formal place to rooms are so comfortable that
house books, but the first floor some of their occupants set up
is in a very real sense a gather- housekeeping in them complete
ing center and study center for study lamps, coffeemakers, even
students, faculty and friends," framed paintings on the walls.
said the Very Rev. John A. FitOther features of the new
terer, S.J., president of S.U. "It
building include an auditorium
is alreadyreceivinga great deal for university and community
VIBRANT AND provocative, of use from non-library sources. use, group study and seminar
an B'/2 by 65-foot painted mural What is most satisfying to me
rooms, a display room for exby faculty artist Val Laigo en- is not the beauty of the building, hibits, a recreational reading
gulfs the west wall of the spaci- not the fact of its beingpaid for room, the Wilson Room housing
ous first floor readingroom. The but the reward of seeing the use the library'srare books and specontroversial mural weaves to- made of it."
cial collections and smoking
gether religious and technologiWith its present shelving, the rooms on each floor. Two silent
elevators whisk students between floors.
A full-time library staff of 34
oversee the operation of the fa-

The Delightful Fragrance
so

noticeable on campus is due
to the proximity of

CASE FLORIST
Only two blocks west
on

Madison

PROMPT DELIVERY— OPEN SATURDAY

MA 3-2743
or

PR 8-7852

1014 Madison

in terms of expandedprograms, past and the profusions of knowundergraduate and graduate, as ledge. If we are going to be a
our capacity rises," said Fr. conservatory of knowledge, then
Fitterer.
we have to have an outstanding
S.U. has already begun ex- library," Ft. Fitterer said.
panding the English section of
The immediate growth of the
the library to meet needs of an library is apparent in recent
expanded graduate program in budget expenditures. According
cility. Of these, ten have mas- English. To help in its acquisi- to Library Director Robert
ter's degrees or equivalents.
tion of books, S.U. is making Cross, the library budget for the
The library now contains a a personalized appeal to its current fiscal year is $217,000
music center where students can alumni asking for $250,000. The plus $5,000 in Federal aid. This
listen to great symphonies and fund-raising drive is expected to budget is about $40,000 higher
operas. The center, which is lo- have a cumulative impact on the than last year's budget and $80,cated on the first floor, will be school by not only increasing the 000 higher than the budget two
moved to the fine arts complex, number of books available to yearsago.
once it is constructed.
undergraduates, but by qualifyOf the total $220,000 figure,
Now that the University has ing the library for additional $79,200 is being spent on the
the A. A. Lemieux Library, a matching funds from govern- purchase of source material.
concentrated effort is being ment sources and supplying About $57,200 will be spent on
made to get funds for more needed source material to ex- books, $17,000 on periodicals and
pand additional graduate pro- and $5,000 on bindings. Mr.
books.
grams.
Cross calculated that during the
"THE FACT that we do have
"The library is the heartof an present fiscal year almost 35
a library that can be tripled educational center. The Univer- percent of the total budget is
without any strain, except fin- sity has to be interested in and being spent on new library maancial, means we can think now concerned about truth, and the terials.
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Just show your S.U. Student Body or Faculty Card

to

the cashier at lit

Hill Pharmacy to get 10% cash discount on all these needed items: school supplies, stationery, books, hair
accessories, and shoe polish. CASH discount. No slips to save, no records to lose, no time period to wait. HuVT
It's as simple as that. Our discount policy to
W\mf I\|#* #"/\lI^lV
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sll s+uden+s and facu|f y star+s ri9ht n ° w
Come on in and see how it works to save you
money now
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ROTC Cadets Have
A 'Tamp' Summer

Uncle Sam Doesn't Forget; Student Alone Is
Responsible for Action on Undergrad Deferment
In times of war, male students must not forget their Uncle Sam. He won't forget them.
While it is true that the Military Selective
Service Act of 1967 provides for the deferment
from training and service in the Armed Forces
of undergradte students satisfactorily pursuing a
full-time course of instruction, it is up to the
student to get this deferment from his local draft
board.

PRESENCE of a student's Selective Service
number on his Address Confirmation card con-

stitutes a request that the University file an SS109 form with his draft board. This form certifies
that he is enrolled as a full-time student, if he is
carrying a minimum load of 12 hours.
The student who has submitted his SS number to the University but does not wish that it
report his status must so stipulae on the blue
Selective Service Report Request form issued
in his card pack during registration.
The student who wishes a 11-S (university
student) deferment must also make a written
request to his local draft board. The Selective
Service has provided SSIO4 (Request for Undergraduate Student Deferment) for this purpose.
Copies of this form are available at the registrar's office.

A DEFERMENT shall continue until the registrant completes the requirements for his baccalaureate degree, quits college, or reaches 24
yearsof age.

The student's academic year is the 12 month
maneuvers. period
following the beginning of his course of
ry Tamashiro, Joseph Tomkinson, and Michael Tronquet.
THE HIGHEST score from
S.U. for performanceduring the
entire summer camp was
achieved by John Leland, with
a total of 90 points out of a
possible 100.
The average cadet at the 1968
Summer Camp scored 65.0 points
while the average score of the
S.U. cadets was70.6.
James Swain received first
place in Camp Markmanship for
attaining the highest individual
score on the Rifle Markmanship

John Leland coordinates the attack
While most S.U. students spent
their summer working in their
home towns, 53 ROTC cadets
spent their "vacation" working
for Uncle Sam at summer camp

at Fort Lewis, Washington.
During their six weeks, the
junior cadets from all the Army
ROTC programs at colleges and
universities in the Sixth Army
undergo an intensive training
and testing program.
THE CADETS, divided during camp into platoons of about
50 men, are eligible for a commission in the Regular Army if
they placein the top one-third of
their platoon, and are recommended for the Distinguished
Military Student Award.
Once again, S.U. made a good
showing. An unusually high percentage, 24 out of 53, were chosen to receive the DMS award.

Cadets who received the award
were William Douglas, Michael
Dunegan, Michael Green, Brian
Gurry, David Hoogerwerf, John
Kane, Louis Kheriaty, Patrick
Layman, John Leland, Butch
Leonardson.

Robert Martell, James Mc-

Curdy, George Meno, John Miller, Peter Monahan, Michael O'Leary, Robert Peiser, Thomas
Robinson, Philip Roppo, Rune
E. Simard, James Swain, Lar-

during night-time

Course. John Leland and Pat-

rick Layman received the Distinguished Cadet Medal award
for their overall performance
and attitude.
On the Physical Combat Proficiency Test, S.U. placed second out of 19 schools with an
average of 432.24 points out of a
possible 500.
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study. This allows the student to make up lost
credits during the Summer quarter.

Class standing is based on credits completed,

not attempted. Selective Service class standings
are reported on a different basis than is used for
academic purposes. A student must have completed 36 credits at the beginning of his sophomore year, 86 as a junior, and 135 to be con-

sidereda senior.
MAYBE YOU feel that if you can't beat them,
join them. The ROTC program provides some
fine plans for doing just that.
The four-year programconsists of a two-year
Basic Course and a two-year Advanced Course.

Enrollment in the Basic Course, does not, in itself, involve any commitment to future active
military service. Such a committment normally
comes with the enrollment in the first year of
the AdvancedCourse.
Students in the Advanced Course receive a
subsistence allowance of $50 per month during
the school year. A six-week summer training
camp is held between the junior and senior years,
for which the pay is $151.95 per month.
There is also a two-year program for junior
college graduates who were unable to take ROTC
during their first two years. The Flight Training
Program results in special instruction during
the senior year in order to qualify for a private
pilot's license.
Finally, for those who are not enrolled in
ROTC and are classified I-A by their draft board,
the trip from S.U. to the Canadian border is

extremely short.

One and a half
good reasons why
every college student
should have a Firstbank
checking account:

Lockers
Rented
Students
Fall

registeringfor
quarter may rent book lock-

ers from the Associated Students by applying at the
ASSU office in the Chieftain
building on the day of registration.

2
To know where your money
has gone. Andhow much you
have left. To have a record.
Proof. A cancelled check is
accepted as legal receipt by
any court of law. Even a kangaroo court. Like your Dad's.

We'll include your school
emblem on your Firstbank
checkbook cover. All you
have to do is come in to our
branch. We'll do the rest.

[3L SEATTLE FIRSTNATIONAL BANK
J

MEMBER F.0.1.C.
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ROTC
WELCOMES THE CLASS OF
1972
ROTC OFFERS THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES FOR FRESHMEN

...

" EARN A COLLEGE DEGREE IN A

FIELD OF YOUR CHOICE, INCLUDING

*

\ "i^yW? 1i4%3«%^|>4 *^lf

LEADERSHIP

9UALIFY FOR

A COMMISSION AT

...

DRILL TEAM
CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION
LEARNING AND APPLYING
TEACHING METHODS
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#
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FIELD TRAINING
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programs.

...

COUNTERINSURGENCY
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT
MOUNTAINEERING
WATER OPERATIONS
RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP
FLIGHT TRAINING

ROTC FROSH ORIENTATION
DEMONSTRATIONS and DISPLAYS
FREE HOT DOGS & SOFT DRINKS
11:45-SEPTEMBER 23
PIGOTT AUDITORIUM

'

Inquire about the
2-year and 4-year
scho/arship

;

0

OWBBH

Hj^nw^H
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
military

ball
CHIEFTAIN RIFLES
scabbard and blade
ASSOCIATION OF THE U.S. ARMY
DINNER-DANCES

...
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On Campus

—

Kitty-Corner From the Pigott Building
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Two S.U. Coeds Chosen
Grads Clown It Up At Seafair Seafair Princesses

They're 'official'!:

posed they form a unit of
clowns.
Hence they formed the world's
only clown group which requires
a college degree and consists
exclusively of business and professional men.
Each clown spends 150 to 200
hours preparing for his role.
They walk about 30 miles during
the seven Seafair parades, plus
they make other appearances
like visiting the children in the
hospital.
The have an assortment of
nutty acts, costumes and props,
which include a 1918 fire truck,
midget motorcycles and a cutdown milk truck.

Their antics usually include a
theme. During
the World's Fair in Seattle, one
clown built a mobile model of
the Space Needle, which was
then billed as the world's only
revolving restaurant. The clown
named his version the Space
Noodle and billed it as "the
world's most revolting restaurant". When the TFX controversy was stirring up Seattle,
they built a prototype of the
TFX out of garbage cans. They
contemporary

Jerry Gribble Clowns Around

by PATTY HOLLINGER
You've heard of campus tion of Ralph S. Connor,
clowns, but ever wonder what
Seafair is Seattle's annual
happens when they leave cam- maritime festival. It is a week
pus?
of parades, festivals, and fireWell, if they are male gradu- works-all topped off by the anates of S.U., which qualifies nual hydroplane races on Lake
them for membership in the off- Washington,
campus S.U. Graduates Club,
The Seafair Clowns were
they can graduate from campus formed after a suggestion by
clown to Seafair Clown.
Walter Van Camp, director of
Seventy members of the Asso- Greater Seattle Inc. Seafair's
ciates compose the official Seat- sponsor. As a guest speaker at
tie Seafair Clowns whose color- theClub's monthly meeting, Van
ful antics have delighted chil- Camp suggested that Seafair
dren and adults since their needed something extra to apfounding in 1955 under the direc- peal to the children, and pro-

—
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Mary Conyne on theJob

By JOHN SAMMONS
labeled it "Made in Texas by
Taxes" as a barb at General DyTwo Seattle University Photography. Gloria is currently
(August 17
namics Corp, in Texas, which coeds spent an exciting 10 on a trip to Norway
received the TFX contract in- days this summer as Seat- to September 6) accompanying
her grandparents. This summer
stead of Boeing.
tle Seafair Princesses. The she is employed at her father's
The clowns' bright costumes two girls, Mary Conyne and grocery store and at the Cineand make-up add a colorful Gloria Foss, both were candi- rama Theatre.
touch to Seafair. A note on their dates for 1968 Seafair "Queen
Seafair week, which was
Seafair schedule reminds them of the Seas."
termed "exciting"by both girls,
to allow 45 minutes to apply
the Seafair Queen
As Seafair Princesses, Mary began withFriday,
make-up. Their costumes run a
July 26. Each
coronation
in
a
participated
Gloria
bizarre gamut from ordinary, and of activities that went into of the 42 princesses was introbut mismatched cloths to floppy, host
the making of the 19th Annual duced to a near capacity crowd
traditional clown suits. The flop- Seattle
Seafair, the second larg- in the Seattle Center Colreum
py suits require painstaking deduring the intermission of the
sign, ten yards of heavy ma- est summer festival of its kind Henry Mancini-Sergio Mendez
terial and two days to complete. in the United States.
show. At that time the new
Mary, 19, an S.U. sophomore, "Queen of the Seas," Karen Ann
served as Miss Capitol Hill, Brown, was crowned, and she,
sponsored by the Capitol Hill Mary, Gloria and 39 other prinChamber of Commerce. She has cesses were off for an unforgetbeen working as a life guard at able 10 days.
Lake Samamish State Park this
The girls rode in the Seafair
summer.
Thus far, Mary is en- Grand Parade the following
MONTHLY STATEMENTS
rolled in First Humanities at morning andon Sunday, July 28,
S.U.
they participated in the Shilshole
Gloria, also 19, is a physical Bay Boat Parade. After the Shileducation-education major and shole parade Monty Morton,
will be returning to S.U. in the Seafair chairman, took the girls
fall to begin her junior year. for a cruise of Puget Sound on
She was sponsored in the queen his 101 foot sail boat—"Advencompetition by Grady Jentoft turess."

25c Monthly
Service Charge
PEOPLES BANK
CHECKMASTER

A CHECK

-

Cije Cellar
Between Madison & Union
on 14th

"Within Walking Distance"

PEOPLES
NATIONAL BANK

npi
I
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WELCOME BACK
TO SEATTLE U.
Extracurricular Activitse:

Free Customer Parking & Drive-ln Window
At Our Nearby "Seattle-U Branch"
(We

Call It FIRST HILL— I122 Madison)

* Dancing
* Fireside Chats
* Happy Hour

Washington State Liquor Card Please
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S.U.Grad Faces First Test AtPolls As Incumbent
By RICK LA BELLE
Democratic ticket and graduate
Brookes, a Negrodemsubject
of
Once the
heated con- Nathaniel
ocrat,
hopes
to capture the same
graduate
troversy, S.U.
Dan
O'Donnell is running for elec- position. O'Donnell seeks posinumber one.
tion as state representativefrom tion
At a recent Negro Voters'
the 37th district. The 22-year-old
RepresentaDemocrat is the youngest legis- League gathering,
tive O'Donnell presented a prolator in the state's history.
gramreminiscent of the national
O'Donnell was appointed last program proposed by the late
replace
City
December to
Coun- Senator Robert Kennedy. He
cilman Sam Smith, a Negro.
opened his speech with a quotaAs the September 17 primary tion by the Senator, then urged
approaches, the S.U. grad faces that Central Area voters support
his first test as an incumbent. his plan to enlist the aid of priHe is one of three Seattle Uni- vate enterprise to help solve
versity "favorite sons" running local problems.
O'Donnell stated that Inner
for the legislature: graduate
student Mike Noble is running City money goes to ather areas
for Position number two on the due to a lack of local business

and local ownership in the improverished 37th district. He
suggested that the solution is to
use tax incentives to draw private enterprise into the Central
Area. A management team
could then be brought to the district to prepare local residents
to run the busines~es for themselves, so that both this team
and the outside businessmen
could eventually withdraw.
Use of monetary incentives
plays a major role in another
part of the young legislator's
platform. O'Donnell feels that
Central Area teachers need to
attend special classes to become
educated to the needs of the
black citizenry.

involvement involvement involvement involvement involvem

[ SUMMER j

DAN O'DONNELL prepares to question Washington's
Governor Evans at a community meeting held in the
Central District late in August. O'Donnell is one of three
Seattle University students in the congressional representative race for the 37th District.

—
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Spectator photo by Don Conrard
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Soul Town Brings New Concepts To Teens
by PATTY HOLLINGER
Walt Hill, a former Seattle
Pacific College track star who
attended S.U. in 1951-52, and
Bobby Vinson, an S.U. sophomore, have brought a new concept in "teen" clubs to Seattle's
largely-Negro central area.
"Soul Town" is Hill's answer
to the needof teenagersto "have
some place nice to come."
LOCATED ina former pizzaria
at 811 Empire Way S., Soul
Town has a sophisticated nightclub atmosphere, but caters to
teenagers in the 18-21 age group.
There is live music, dancing,
food and soft drinks.
The drinks have names like
"Soul Blood", "Ode to Otis",
and "Molotov Cocktail".
The richly decorated interior
offers a pleasing contrast to the
usual barren teenage dance
spot. The walls are walnut paneled, the floors covered with a
red carpet, the furnishings walnut and leather, and modernistic
chandeliers provide lighting.
SOUL TOWN is more than just
a dance spot. Through his facilities, Hill is offering a food
preparationcourse tohigh school
dropouts. He also plans to hold
talk sessions, talent shows and
fashion displays.
"The idea grew from a need,"
Hill said. "The kids are restless,
they need something to do."
Hill, who grew up in the central area, added, "I felt it was
needed, but Ididn't know I
would be the one to do it. I
never thought Icould afford it."

HILL IS offering high school
dropouts "who can't afford to
go back to school" a practical
way to learn the basics in food
preparation. Although his six-

week course now covers only the

basics, he wants to extend it to

cover different facets of food

handling, and management.
Bobby Vinson is Hill's first
"protege". Vinson, a 20-year-old
history-education major at S.U.,
is the student-manager of Soul
Town. His job entails arranging for bands and publicity.
Later, Hill said, the job will
also include learning to buy,
staff, handle finances, and ad-

vertize.
VINSON SAID his job impressed him with a sense of responsibility. He is also active in

the Concerned Citizens Conception of the Central Area
(CCCCA), which is aimed at involving young peoplein the com-

Sould Town has been received
so enthusiasticallyby area teens
that Hill is already planning to
enlarge the facility's 250-person
capacity to 350. It has been open
pany.
Soul Town is open Friday, only seven weeks, but has had
Saturday and Sundays evenings, to turn away crowds every
with afternoon matinees for night.
those under 18. Fashion and talHILL GRADUATED from
ent shows and dialog sessions S.P.C. with a degree in psycholwill be held in the winter on ogy. He
was formerly part owner
school nights.
of "Mr. Charlies", a downtown
Plans for fall include a "Soul restaurant. Prior to that, he was
Town Scholarship". Hill wants a musician, an occupation that
to turn Soul Town over to each has made him familiar with
Seattle high school for a Satur- many of the "big names", such
day matinee for that school ex- as Lou Rawls, Earl Williams
clusively. All profits for each and Ramsey Lewis, who was at
session would go to the high Soul Town this month.
school to use at it wishes. Hill's
Will
start any more
reason: "All the poor kid's Soul Walt Hill
Town? The ex-athlete rearen't at Garfield."
uncommitted, but said
Soul Town hires local bands, mained
"plans— big plans." In
he
has
gain
the
members
can
exso
perience and earn money for Soul Town, he has a good start
equipment and costumes.
on those plans.

BOBBY VINSON

DON'T MISS SHOREY'S BACK TO SCHOOL

BOOK SALE

AM \3 August 21st -31st

An enormous sale at two stores. Over I million used, out of
print and scarce books, sets, encyclopedias, prints, mats,
maps, pictures and paper backs on sale at unbelievable
discounts

Welcome Back/
Students!

wM\)

\ Jp^#

. ..

50% Off

j

Regular used prices an all single
vols. on MainFloor
(Sets, Consignments and

catalog stock exempt)

30% Off—
— —

Regular Used Prices on sets
Reserve Stocks Encyclopedias
Indian Relics
Rare Book Rooms

Union Oil of California
hopes to serve your
every motoring need
in the coming school

Many fine new libraries added to
stock in recent weeks

Thousands of Paper Backs On Sale at
ONE HALF original new price

...

Here is the big sale you
have been waiting for

t

I

j^

year.

_

(

76 UNION

THE SHOREY BOOK STORES
MAIN STORE

SHOREY BOOK STALLS

815 3rd Aye.

Located in SeattleCenter's
International Bazaar

(3rd & Marion)

98104

Open Monday Night

(Below Food Circus,

Open Daily 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.

1100 Broadway
(Broadway & Madison)

,
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S.U. Grad Appalled by Paul's Birth Control Encyclical
reality was illustrated, Johnson
said, in the birth control "rally"
(as radio stations billed it) held
in Barman Auditorium August 5
Permission to use the hall came
from Reverend Fr. John Fitterer, president of the University.
The official church was represented by Reverend Fr. Peter
Chirco, of St. Thomas Seminary.
The capacity crowd argued bitterly over the questions raised
by the Pope's decisions.

by MARY ANN FRUSHOUR
The storm of controversy aroused by Pope Paul's
encyclical on birth control received a few thunderclaps
from the work of an S.U. grad, Wayne Johnson, assisted
by some S.U. faculty members
Feeling an obligation to "do theology, said he wishes the sigsomething" in the "spirit of natures on the petitions to have
Vatican II which asks for all a "witness value" before the
voices to be heard," Johnson archbishop, which "may begin
distributed 4,000 petitions to cars a long-needed dialogue between
parked in church lots, and later clergy and the faithful." The
stationed petitioners outside Church is now "culturally irchurch doors to ask for signa- relevant," Johnson charged, betures on a request for Seattle cause it is "out of touch with
Archbishop Thomas A. Connolly reality, with people and what
to review his position of unquali- they are thinking." However,
the Church has a "potential for
fied support of the pope.
relevance" which Johnson hopes
JOHNSON, who is completing to «cc realized.
work for his doctorate in moral
The lack of contact with

WAYNE JOHNSON

involvement involvement involvement involvement involvem
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AFTER an intial request for
the resignation of the pontiff,
and a mention of "recall Paul"
bumper stickers, the meeting
moved to deeply felt debate over
the pope'smeaning, is birth control wrong,and what is the force
of a papal encyclical.
When directed to Father Chitrco, these explicit questions
drew no answers, but he cautioned against quicK interpretations and accused Johnson's interpretation of being simplistic.
In answer to the direct query
"is birth control wrong," he
warned against applying theory
to concrete cases. The frustration of most present was voiced
by the Dean of S.U.s School of
Engineering,Dr.David Schroeder, who said, "We have eight
children, and what the Pope

New Conservatives Spend Summer
Tutoring Slow Learning Youngsters
by JOHN MAJORS

The New Conservatives Tutor-

ing program was one of the
many ways S.U. organizations
worked with the local community during the racially tense
summer of 1968.
The program, started in 1964,
has met with moderate success
in helping many of the grade
school children who lagin school
because of reading problems.
As the program began its
"test" summer run, it met the
same problem it had faced in
the past: students had not been
taught to read phonetically. After discussing the problem with
parents, the tutors began to
work separately with each child.
Each student was given ora'
reading and written assignments
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encyclical drew heavy attack.
S.U.s Dr. GerardRutan defended his right to speak up about
the encyclical as part of "the
people of God," because "you
don't have to be a political
scientist to vote." This feeling
for partiicpation was echoed by
Dr. John Toutonghi, who said,

"The encyclical should be an
answer for the urgent problems
of today. If it is so complicated
it takes 100 years for the experts
to decipher the pope's meaning,
he shouldn't have written it."
The encyclical was also blasted by Toutonghi as "dabbling in
the biological sciences" and he
predicted the same dire results
as when the Church entered the
field of physics with Galileo.
Johnson's contentionof Church
irrelevance was supported by a
woman who said "Christianity
says to find Christ in your fellow

man, yet the Church ignores

the

misery of India and South Amer- '

ica. The niceties of argument
don't take away the situation."
THE HOTTEST exchange of
the evening came between the

birth-control supporters and a

young man, his pregnant wife
and several nuns, who applauded vigorously when the man hotly defended the encyclical and
the rhythm method, saying "if
you can't use rhythm, you're not

'i
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working with the "failing" student for six months Birch was
able to build his reading ability
to the point where he began to
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That's how it boils down. A degree to get, a girl to
marry, a career to make
in whatever order
takes
time, money and jngenuity. About that girl
We've
been around since 1918, we know the problem. Let
us le p on tfie r n2 kit- Credit, of course. We'll come
u P w tn something. We'll bet on you.
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THE PRIESTS continual ref
erence to the complexity of the

The program is open to any trying."
His argument was met by
S.U. student wishing to work
with students, whether or not boos and calls of "wait until you
they belong to the New Conserv- have six kids" and "ask your
summer session. Some children
onlymanaged to learn the alpha- get straight As.
atives. The regular school-year wife ten years from now."
bet, but were at least that much
Interested by the success of sessions will begin in Fall quarJohnson does not hope to
ahead at the beginning of the this student, other S.U. men and ter.
change the bishop's mind, but
school year.
women began to get involved.
he wishes "to put some bodies
Reading, writing and arithme- This year, for the first time, the
the line."
on
tic were not the only areas cov- program extended into the sumMeal Service
The question of whether one
ered by the tutoring program.
mer months.
Meal- service in the resiThe "test" summer program
may care about both contracepChildren were taken on field
dence halls will begin with
trips and special projects. On has mushroomed in the same
20,
Sept.
continuing
on
tives and Catholicism is far
lunch
one occasion, the children were manner as the originalprogram.
cash basisuntil breakfast on
a
from
closed. Indeed, as one
shown around the S.U. campus. Each new 8 a.m. class was
Sept. 26th, when meal tickets
member
of the audience said,
larger
before,
Taken to the A. A. Lemieux
than the one
as
will be accepted. Students
has created a ban"This
issue
Library, some said they had students brought new ones.
who willbe on campus before
never before been to a library.
Toward the end of the proner for all the rebellious to rally
Sept. 25 should remember to
The tutoring program origi- gram, classes had to be moved
bring enough cash to cover
around. We could be seeing the
nated in 1964 with one member, from makeshift quarters into a
meals, at 65 cents for breakstart
of a reformation bigger
Desmond Birch, who accepted a regular classroom in S.U.s enfast, 85 cents for lunch, and
anything Luther ever
than
challenge from a Negro lady to gineering building to accommo$1.25 for dinner.
teach her son how to read. After date all of the students.
dreamed."
from the well-known McGuffey's
readers. The children's progress
was evident even after the short
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says about rhythm bringing
peace and serenity to a marriage is ridiculous."
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...modern to traditional.

JEWELERS

DOWNTOWN 420 Pins St.
MNTON 709 Third St.

■

WEST SfAme 4557 California
iAUAtD 2314 N. W. Waiket
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Warning to Lew and Crew—
The Chiefs Plan to Deal You
What's Due!
And Soon the Huskies Too!
By

TERRY ZAREMBA
Well, it's finally happened. The huskiest Husky
(University of Washington athletic director Jim Owens)
finally got together with the chief Chieftain (S.U. athletic director Ed O'Brien) and the two of them scheduled
a pair of basketball games between the two schools. The
Seattle Times reported in the August 27 edition that a
home-and-home series has been arranged for the early
part of the '69 '70 season.
This agreement is the fruit of at least 10 years of
effort on S.U.s part to schedule a Husky-Chieftain match.

-

Wonder what made Owens change his mind after all
these years?
IN ANY EVENT the Husky-Chieftain games will
not be waged for another year. But what sort of season
will the '68 '69 Chiefs come up with?
Last year (Morris Buckwalter's first as head coach)
the sophomore-dominated Chiefs chiseled out nine wins
in their last ten games to finish with a 14-13 record. The
leading and second leading scorers (Tom Little and Lou
West) and the leading and second leading rebounders
(West and Jim Gardner) on that team were sophomores.
This means that Buckwalter will have last year's
top scorers and rebounders back for two more seasons.
But that's not the only optimistic note to emanate from
Chieftainville.
Seniors-to-be Mike O'Brien (guard), Dick Brenneman (center) and Jerry Workman (forward) will return,
as will juniors-to-be Sam Pierce (forward) and Jim Harris (guard). Last year O'Brien sparked the Chieftains
many times in their stretch drive with his ball-handling,
defense and all-around hustle. O'Brien wil probably start
for this year's Chiefs.
But O'Brien could have some stiff competition for
a starting berth from several sophomores-to-be up from
last year's 20-1 frosh team, the Papooses. Tom Giles
poured through 19 points a game from his guard position and Glen Davis, also a guard, threw in almost 12
a gamefor the Papooses.
LOU WEST
THE FROSH team also threw some outstanding
frontcourt players into the talent bin. Mike Gilleran, a
6-ft.-6 forward flipped in 17 points a game and rebounded strongly last year. Willie Blue and Bob Horn are also
outstandingfrontcourt prospects.
Last season's scoring leader Little showed more
than a little talent with his high arching jumpshots and
fancy passing. The heavily muscled 6-ft. guard from
Washington, D.C., should be a dandy again this year.
"Leapin' Lou" West is one of the most excitingplayers ever to wear a Chieftain uniform. West seems to have
springs instead of bones in his legs. Though he is only
6-ft.-4, West jumped center last year. West also snatched 286 rebounds and scored 16.3 points a game.
GARDNER GOT off to a slow start last season, but
rapidly
improved as the season progressed and he
he
came up with some big plays in the stretch drive that
brought the Chiefs to a winning record. Gardner snared
181 rebounds and hit half of his shots from the field last
year.

-
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Slew of Chieftain Records
Set by Baylor, John O'Brien
By 808 RUSH

As the new year approaches, an S. U. sports fan can
look ahead to the basketball season. But it is also interesting to look back to previous basketball seasons and
to examine some of the records and interesting facts
surrounding the Chieftain teams

of days gone by.
Perhaps the first thing that
strikes a person as he looks
through the Chieftain record
book is the number of records
held by such greats as John
O'Brien and Elgin Baylor.
Baylor leads the list of Chieftain scorers in single game records, havingdumpedin 60 points
in a game against Portland U.
in 1958. In this category, Baylor
also has the second highest total, 53 points against Montana
State U., again in 1958. John
O'Brien follows Baylor with 51
points which he scored in a
game with Gonzaga in 1951.
BAYLOR HOLDS the record
for the number of field goals
attempted and for the number
of field goals made when he hit
on 24 of 41 attempts from the
field in the previously mentioned
game with Portland U. in 1958.
Another ex-Chieftain great,
John Tresvant, pulled down 40
rebounds in a game with Montana State U. in 1963 to grab the
record for the most rebounds in
a single game.
A look at career scoring records shows John O'Brien topping
all other Chieftains in virtually
every category. He leads in field
goals attempted, field goals
made, free throws attempted,
free throws made and total
points. O'Brien poured-in 2733
career points as a Chieftain.
Following'OBrien is EddieMiles
with 1874 and Baylor with 1803
points.
AN INTERESTING note here
is that Baylor played only two

ELGIN BAYLOR
years of collegiate ball before
turning pro, whereas all other
Chieftains in the top ten in career scoring played for three

seasons.

There are also some team
statistics which may interest the

Chieftain fan. Seattle U. has
scored 100 points or more 44
times. Only once have theChiefs
scored 100 points in a losing
cause. That was in 1961 in a
game against Los Angeles State
when the Chiefs lost 107-100.
The Chieftain home attendance record was set at the final
game of the 1965-66 season when
a crowd of 14,464 witnessed S.U.
defeat the previously undefeated
and then number-one ranked.
Texas Western Miners by a
score of 79-77.
THERE ARE seven ex-Chiefs
currently playing pro ball in the
NBA and the ABA. Elgin Baylor
is playing for the L.A. Lakers.
Eddie Miles pumps for the Detroit Pistons, and John Tresvant, who played last season as
a teammate of Miles, will reign
(Continued on Page 23)

MIKE GILLERAN

To further bolster the frontcourt Buckwalter picked
up Bill Jones, 6-ft.-8 center from Hancock J.C. in California. Jones is reported to be an outstanding rebounder.
The Chiefs have a moderately tough 26-game schedule this year. Barring any unforeseen calamities they
should come up with a 17-9 or better season which should
be good enough to propel them to a berth in the NCAA
regionals.

MIKE O'BRIEN

This would give the Chiefs a chance to ruin the
Bruins— that is the Lew Alcindor-led UCLA Bruins, who,
barring a miracle, will be back to defend they* title as
NCAA champs.
The Chiefs may not be able to ruin the Bruins in
'68-69, but in '69-'7O, to be brief, it will be the Huskies'
belief that theres' no relief from the Chiefs.

OPEN HOUSE

-

9 a.m. 5 p.m.
up to 60% off

" The complete
equipment and ski
" Outstanding quality

Six Varsity Sports

most

To be a member of the National CollegiateAthletic Association (NCAA) a college or university must sponsor at least four

varsity sports. For many years S.U. did have only four sports.

SKI MOVIE

SAT., OCT. 5

" Sale items

Seattle U. Supports
The four were basketball, baseball, golf and tennis.
However last year two new varsity sports were introduced
at S.U. After several years as a non-varsity sport crew was
finally elevated to varsity status. Also last year soccer was
incorporated into the S.U. sports program to raise the number
of varsity sports at S.U. to six.

SKI SALE
—
"68-69 stock of ski
wear in the Northwest
at co-op prices

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT, INC.
COACH BUCKWALTER

3 Blocks North of Seattle U.
1525 Nth Avenue
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S.U. Kickers Begin Second Year

Coach Schalow's Papooses
Not Shallow in Talent

Last year the Seattle Sonics to work their way up before
and San Diego Rockets finished they can compete equitably with
next-to-last and last, respective- established teams. This is usually, in the National Basketball ly the way things go with new
Association standings. The New teams.
York Mets and Houston Astros
continue to stay at or near the
AN EXCEPTION to this genbottom of the National (baseball) League.

Last year S.U.s freshman

basketball team, the Papooses,
blitzed through the season with
a 20-1 record. Judging from the
roster of players, this coming
year's Papooses may do even
better.
Frosh coach Jack Schalow
(pronounced "shallow") has sev-

eral rule is the one-year-old

S.U. soccer team. The Chieftain
The aforementioned teams are kickers blasted their way to a
all new teams which will have 7-2 record in their maiden sea-

who knows and knows that
he knows need not Sau that he
I
'If"
it
knows
shows'

...

—SENSEI WILLIAMS

Seattle KARATE Dojo near S.U.
is for people who wish to educate their

bodies as well as their minds . ..

Karate philosophy and skills can enhance your
studies. If you wish to know how

—

eral highly promising prospects
to work with this season including three of last year's top players from the Seattle Metro
League.

COACH McARDLE

BOBBY HAVES, a 5-ft-ll
son last fall. Included in this
guard
from Sealth High School,
record were victories over the
was Metro's leading scorer last
Seattle Pacific and U.W. teams season.
Hayes (like his famous
and a victory skein of six namesake
who plays for the
games.
This year Coach Huge McAr- Dallas Cowboys) is extremely
dle thinks thathis Chiefs will be fast. He is also a deft balleven better. McArdle comment- handler and tenacious defender.
Second to Hayes in the Metro
ed that he was "really enthusiscoring
race last season was
about
team's
chances
astic"
his
6-ft-6 West Seattle High School
this year.
THE KICKERS will play an center Mark Van Antwerp. Van
11-game schedule this fall. One Antwerp was also far and away
of the highlights of the season Metro's leading rebounder last
will be a contest against the season.
Tracy Dahlby (also 6-ft.-6)
U.W. which is to be played on
the astroturf of the U.W. stadi- from Metro champion Franklin
um prior to the Husky-Idaho High School will don a Papoose
uniform this coming year. Dahlfootball game.
Coach McArdle stressed that by led powerful Franklin in
anyone interested in turning out scoring last year as his team
for the team will be welcomed. marched to the championship.

COACH SCHALOW

A SUBURBAN star, Bradd
Bever from Bellevue's Sammamish High School will be a
Papoose as will Gary Ladd, a
high school All-America selection from Portland. Two southern California stars round out
the frosh roster. They are Linzy
Stuart, a 6-ft.-5 All-City selection from Los Angeles and Mike
Collins, a 6-ft.-6 forward from
Inglewood.
Last season Coach Schalow's
Paps topped their opponents by
an average of almost 19 points
a game.This season's frosh will
play a schedule not unlike last
year's and they could top the
19-0 record established by the
'63-64 Papooses.

Intromurol Football Offered Foil

VISIT us at

Seattle

23

KARATE Dojo

If you are a "mudder" (football player who
excells on a muddy field), then by all means
there is a place in S.U. athletics for you. Intramural football is scheduled to begin not longafter
school starts, and Broadway Field (The Mud
Bowl) will be the site of all the games.
THE INTRAMURAL program for '68-69 will

919 E. Pike (near Broadway)

or call:

be similar to last year's program according to
Barney Koch, director of intramurals. This year,
as last year, 16 (or possibly more) teams will
vie for the "all sports" championship.
There will be something happening intramural-wise all year around. Besides football,
volleyball will be offered Fall quarter. Winter

EA 2-9791
Open 10:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

quarter harbors a heavy basketball schedule and
spring finds softball, tennis, golf and track runningrampant.

THE NADS, defending football and all-sports
champions, will return as will several other
teams. However, any freshman interested in the
intramural program should have no trouble finding a team to play for.
Last season several residents of the sixth
floor of Campion got together to form a team
which they imaginatively named the "Sixth
Floor." Any freshman interested in organizing
a team, or having trouble finding one to* join,
should contact Koch at his office (Pigott 561).

Chieftain Records
(Continued from page 22)
this year for the Cincinatti
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ONE BOOK NO STUDENT SHOULD BE WITHOUT
A checking account makes good sense. Your money is
available, and you
safe and readily
have a legalrecord
J
J
of every billyou pay. When you come to Seattle University, stop in and open your account at your nearest
Pacific National branch. Or, save time by mailing the
coupon at right and have your account ready
J when you
J
arrive.Mail it today!

I

'^

*«" ld ke <° nave my account ready Please
j send
me the information.

I

I

|Name

j Address

ICily

Slate

Zip

&PACIFIC NATIONAL BANK
14 convenient locations

" Member F.D.7.C. " Member Federal Reserve System

Royals. Tom Workman and Malkin Strong, who played together
as Chiefs from 1964-67, now are
wearing the uniforms of the Baltimore Bullets.
Plummer Lott, who also played at S.U. from 1964-67, is beginning his second season with
the Seattle Supersonics. And last
but not least, Charlie Williams
will return this year to the Pittsburg Pipers, a team which he
helped spark to the ABA championship last year.
These records are but a few of
the outstanding performances
turned in over the years by the
Chieftain Basketballers. When a
record is set, it serves as a goal
for future competitors.
Every time a Chieftain player
dons his uniform and walks out
onto the court, existing records
are in danger of falling. Perhaps those who follow the Chiefs
through the 1968-69 season will
have the opportunity of seeing
these old records fall and will
witness the setting of new
marks.

THE
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McHugh Hall
Purchased
(Continued from page 6)

feldt, managed to get by.
In1935, when it became necessary to replace Lorde and Lady,
the two horses, she decided to
retire the team and make all

further trips in her car. She
gave the horses, carriage, and
all of the equipment to Gyldenfeldt, who had been her coachman for 29 years.
FIVE YEARS later, on April
5, 1940, Agnes Healy Anderson
died. Her estate was quite diversified and took three years to
liquidate. In 1943, her 12 million
dollar estate was distributed
among her heirs (there were no
children) after six and one-half
million dollars in state and federal income and inheritance
taxes had been deducted.
As part of the liquidation, the
mansion was sold to Federal Insurance, Inc., in April, 1942. The
coachman's home next door,and
the stables with servants' apartments overhead, was sold to Dr.
O. A. Nelson.
In 1947, under the ownership
of S.U. the wide central stairway was torn down as a fire
prevention measure. A closed
stairway was built, and the hall
was remodeled to look like a
boarding house.
THE HOUSE (for it is no
longer McHugh Hall) is now
barren. Only the sound of the
hammer resounds throughout as
the carpenter goes about the remodeling. The mansion will not
now be torn down for a parking
lot, as had originally been speculated, but will be used to house
the offices of various departments of the Swedish Hospital
and provide facilities for some
doctors.

P.E. Complex
Expands

(Continued from page 4)
Consequently, the plans, which
originally called for a threestory structure, went back to the
architects, who lopped off the
top floor and cut back on
"frills". Floor space was reduced about 25 per cent.
University officials were satisfied with the more moderate
version.
"They decided that the revised design would be adequate
for this time and for some time
to come,"

architect Johns said.

Plans for the time when the
complex might become overcrowded are already in the
works. The building already is
designed to coordinate with a
future athletic field, to be built
across the street, where the city
transit carbarns are now located. Skybridge will connect
the two facilities across 14th
Avenue.
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Port Townsend Site Abandoned:

Jesuit Tertian House Moved to Seattle

The Jesuit Tertian House, seat
of the final stage in the Jesuit
ordination process, is being
moved from historic Manressa
Hall in Port Townsend to a
location near S.U.
The Pacific Court Apartments,
south of Campion on 11th Avenue, were purchased by the Oregon Province to house Jesuit
tertians who will be arriving
from all parts of the world to
complete their final year of

Approximately fifteen tertians
will be housed there, including

work. Several tertians have
served at S.U. in the past, the
several from Spain.
most recent being Fr. John
The House was moved to Seat- Warner,
S.J., who was Fr. Mctle, according to Fr. Joseph
McGuire, S.J., university chap- Guire's assistant this past year.
Although the Tertian House is
lain, to eliminate the transportaconnected in any way with
tion difficulties posed by the not
Port Townsend site which has S.U., Fr. McGuire voiced hope
that they would be able to help
to be reached by ferry.
The former location had been out with campus spiritual activia hinderance to the tertians who ties. The Tertain library will be
spend their year involved in housed at S.U.
hospital, parish and pastoral
Fr. Alexander McDonald S.J.,

training.

ALFRED H. ANDERSON
self to be one of the richest
women in the state. She was the
treasurer of the PhoenixLogging
Company, and the largest stockholder of both the Seattle First
National Bank and the National
Bank of Commerce.
SHE WAS best known as "that
horse and buggy woman." In
the age of automobiles, she still
enjoyed a daily ride through the
streets of Seattle with her
brougham and team.Manyof the
streets in downtown Seattle were
closed to horses, but she and
her coachman, William Gylden-

SPECTATOR

is the tertianship master. He is
a former Provincial and rector
at the Sheridan, Ore. novitiate,
and was graduated from Oxford.
The new tertian house will be

opened by September 1.
Manressa Hall, the former
House, is by a landmark in Port
Townsend. It was built before
the turn of the century and was
purchased by the Jesuits abou<
thirty years ago. The Hall wi'l
be retained by the Province.

"Cut 80% Off Study Time for Medical Examination"
says Steve Larson,

GIVES CREDIT TO COURSE
IN READING DYNAMICS
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"I could never have done it without
the rapid reading techniques Ilearned
through Reading Dynamics! In
preparing for the national medical
examinations, Iactually covered the
review of large amounts of technical
material in less than one-fifth the time
it would normally have taken according
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Read depth material well inexcess
of ten times my beginning speed."
S. V., School Teacher
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"I was thrilled with my 4.0 grade
last (luarter ■ ■ " lcould never 8°
back to horse-and-buggy reading.
A p University Student

say

about the course:

.

"Reading Dynamics has been a
tremendous aid in my studies ..
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my
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reading time has been short-

cn d

more pleasurabie
R, If., College Student
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... see how you can get a whole term's reading under
your belt in just two weeks ... speed up
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Here is what other Reading Dynamics graduates
„_,,.,
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your reading 7to 10 times, or even faster!

—

are an avera8e student carrying a standard study load, you
—
have the capacity to read in just two weeks every single textbook
or every single course in your curriculum. What's more, you will
fully understand and remember what you read for a long, long time.
Literally thousands of Reading Dynamics graduates have learned to
rea( seven t° ten times faster. They read an average novel in aboul
—
an jlour a jj
artjc]es ;n; n TIME magazine in 25 minutes textbooks
'"
al the rate (>1 :': 1() pages a minute. These people aren't "brains" or
freaks. Many are individuals who once read as slowly as you
—mental
poking along at the national average reading rate of 250-400 words
per minute. Reading Dynamics offers you a permanent escape from
the "reading rut" and itseffect upon your grades andfree time. You'll
have no trouble knocking off a book a day, and have time left over!
Come to one of the free demonstrations listed below and find out how
Reading Dynamics can work for you. No kidding, it really will!
you

'

—

Attend one of the special Reading Dynamics
presentations below. There is no charge
.

..

—

—

—

TACOMA Sept. 13. Friday, 8 p.m. Tacoma Motor Hotel
—
TACOMA Sept. 14, Saturday, II a.m., 2 p.m., 6 p.m. Tacoma Motor Hotel
U. DISTRICT Sept. 16, Monday, 8 p.m. Sheraton Motor Inn
U. DISTRICT Sept. 19, Thursday, 8 p.m. Sheraton Motor Inn
RENTON— Sept. 20, Friday, 8 p.m.— Renton Inn

——

——

"
REGISTER NOW.

DYNAMICS
READING
— INSTITUTE
Fourth
504

and Pike Bldg.

Seattle, Wash. 98101

ma 31563
(collect)

